Ethics questions – Chapter 8

EACH person should read: Sections 8.1, 8.2, 8.4.3, 8.5. Skim 8.3. Other sections are optional.

AS A GROUP, discuss and answer chapter discussion questions #17, #19 and #22.

For each question, write an analysis in the same style as the case studies on pages 415-422. Two requirements:

a) Write up your answers. Your document should list each question and then provide a brief answer that summarizes your discussion. This report will likely be about 2 pages, depending on formatting.

b) Bring your document (hard copy) and be prepared to do an informal “report” to your advisor as part of your weekly meeting. It should be clear from this verbal report that ALL members participated in ALL questions.

This set of questions is worth 12 points (4 points per question, with 3 points for the document, 1 for the verbal discussion).